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Inverters
SuperPower announced at ICUEE '93 that it has added a 1,000-watt inverter to its line of industrial inverters. The company introduced this second inverter as part of its exhibit to attract users who do not need the 2,000 watts of power that the 200i delivers. The 100i unit maintains the industrial design features of the 200i inverter and generates 120-volt AC output from a 12-volt DC battery. Like the 200i, it has a high surge capacity and will start up to 2-3/4 hp motors. SuperPower (612) 943-2270.

Inspection Vehicle
Kraft TeleRobotics presented the M5-A Scout remotely operated vehicle system for inspection and environmental monitoring purposes at Reach-All booth, which also showcased the Aerial Integrated Robotics (A.I.R.) aerial device. In cooperation with Pacific Gas and Electric, the system was developed to meet the increasing demand for greater safety while working in underground utility vaults. Once deployed, the unit is capable of detailed color video inspections from floor to ceiling, pinpoint laser aimed infrared temperature measurements, and atmospheric testing for flammable gasses, toxic gasses and oxygen levels. Additionally, the M5-A Scout can be used while workers are in the vault, to provide a continuous visual and audio link with co-workers at street level. Kraft TeleRobotics Inc. (913) 894-9022.

Utility Vehicle
AM General Corp., manufacturer of the civilian version of the battle-proven Hummer, is expanding its line of 4x4s by adding the new Recruit Series line. The series adds two new models to the lineup: a 2-door utility vehicle; and a new 4-door soft top. Both new models offer fulltime 4-wheel drive and 4-wheel independent suspension. They are powered by a GM 6.2-liter V8 diesel and feature three-speed automatic transmission. AM General Corp. (219) 284-2929.

Utility Package
Iowa Mold Tooling presented its new Dominator Series of prepackaged, fully integrated service bodies, cranes and air compressors. The Dominator packages consist of a galvanized Dominator field service body, under-